
Fauci declares lockdowns were 'absolutely
justi�ed' and suggests they should be used
again to force vaccinations
Retired government bureaucrat says that tragedy in Maui was due to climate

change.
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Recently retired government bureaucrat Anthony Fauci just appeared at a

university virtual event titled, “Pandemic Lessons and Role of Faculty in Pandemic

Preparedness with Dr. Anthony Fauci.” During the conversation, Fauci, who is now

af�liated with Georgetown University, made it clear that he still supports locking

down society in the name of a virus, adding that lockdowns are a great tool to

forcibly “vaccinate” people.
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I’ll save you 40 minutes of your life and quote some of the “highlights” from the

interview, in which a Wayne State University professor asks Fauci about what he’s

learned from his time overseeing a “pandemic response.” The video of the chat is

available via YouTube below:

Fauci falsely claimed that New York City was overrun and had “cooler trucks

outside because they had no places to put the bodies.”

“You had to have something to immediately shut down the tsunami of infection,”

he states, adding, “that lockdown was absolutely justi�ed.”
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“Lockdown has a purpose,” the pseudoscientist continued. “One of the purposes, if

you don’t have a vaccine, it’s to get more ventilators, get the hospitals better

prepared … until you decompress the pressure on the hospitals.

Fauci wasn’t done yet. Here comes the truly evil insanity...

“If you have a vaccine available, you might want to lock down temporarily so you

can get everybody vaccinated,” he suggests.

Rejecting the idea that lockdowns are a moral question, he added that “lockdowns

have a place, but they are not a permanent solution.”

The conversation continued, with the longtime NIAID chief declaring that “climate

change” is “playing a role” in causing outbreaks.

He then calls for an “international commitment to decrease the carbon imprint in

society so you don’t have the kinds of crazy weather we’re having in this country.”

Yes, that’s a real quote.

He went on to blame the tragedy in Maui on climate change. “It’s completely, really

amazing what’s happened with climate change,” he concludes.
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John 11 hrs ago

The amount of loathing I have for Fauci is staggering. There’s a special place for him in Hell. Narcissistic
sociopath.
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Chiadrum 10 hrs ago Liked by Jordan Schachtel

Ventilators, really- REALLY

What a demonic maniac.

80-90% death rate, right in his wheelhouse.
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